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Presenter
Presentation Notes
JGMWe would like to share resources (some of them free!) and start a conversation about how we can bridge research and practice to help our ELs. The goal of our presentation today is to talk about program reviews and share how we reviewed the EL program at one school district. We’d also like to provide you space to reflect on your own district and school ELL services. 



Who are we? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JGM and CRMIntroductions: Who we are, our roles, and work, and what we are doing here.Jason and Claudia Introductionfrom Education Northwest, we are a non Profit research and technical assistance organization based in Portland, formerly know as NWREL, Claudia and I are from the Center for Research and Evaluation, the bulk of our work concentrates on ELs in the Northwest.Linda Introduction: Brief overview of EPS (in Vancouver, WA, demographics, district size), Linda’s district role



Today’s Agenda 
Agenda 

• What is a program review? 
• Why would we need one? 
• Making it happen 
• Doing a review on your own 
• Preparing for the review 
• What tools did we use? 
• Sharing findings 
• Serving English learners activity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CRMAGENDA Discuss program reviewsFocus on our experience doing an ELL program review Why do an EL program review?How is it done?  What did we learn? Goal: We will discuss our experience doing a District English Language Learner Program Review, why we did it, and what we have learned so far.Evaluation is still in progress, so we will be talking about the design process and how we created and gathered tools, not the specific findingsOur hope is that we can share some of what we have learned so far about working on an EL review with you, and facilitate some discussion around the goals, process and tools



What is a program review? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JGMWhen I was thinking about a nice icon for program review, I couldn’t decide between a magnifying glass or binoculars.Are we looking at things up close or from far away?Both really.A program review allows us to… Look at your program from the outside (binoculars). Look very closely (magnifying glass) at particular aspects of your programThere are several principles of program reviews…To connect programs and practices to research How does what we do align to what we currently know about effective practice?To be constructive, to support ongoing improvement, not to bash peopleReviews where district helps collect and analyze dataA program review is customizable to your district needsAll of you who work in schools know your programs in a way that we, evaluators and outsiders, will never know them. You know your staff, your programs and curriculum, and have a good idea of their strengths and weaknesses. When we started this, Linda had to explain Evergreens program model to us at least three times before we understood. By evaluating together, we are able to optimize our strengths (or something like that). Linda knows what questions are important to her district and we know policy, research and ELL instruction across a variety of contextsCRMA program review allows us to… Look at your program from the outside (binoculars). Ask the audience: How might looking at your program from the outside be helpful? Look very closely (magnifying glass) at particular aspects of your programAsk the audience: How might looking closely at particular aspects of your program be helpful? 



Why do an EL program review? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CRMWhy do an ELL program review?What can you learn from an ELL program review? Different kinds of ELL program review: district, school or state, with different goals and outcomes	Linda: Explain why the district wanted/needed an ELL program reviewWhat she specifically wanted to learn about their modelWhy did you go for an outside firm, rather than trying on you own?CRMHillsboro program reviewJGM TBIP program review (2009) gather and synthesize feedback from educators and stakeholders focusing on how well the Washington statewide ELL program, the Transitional Bilingual Instruction Program office fulfills its responsibilities, as well as what additional supports districts and schools might desire from the Bilingual Program. Impact of new HS graduation requirements on ELLs for ODE



• What is the process to establish 
a program review?  

• Where can funding come from? 
• How long does it take?  

Making it happen 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JGM How does a review happen?Each district is different, and approval and funding streams differAsk Linda to discuss how it happened in EvergreenDiscuss logistics in Q&A format:Linda:Could you briefly summarize the process of approval?For outside work, districts generally put out an RFP, RFQ, how did you write that?Where did the funding come from? How to pay for it?Finally, how long does it take? Variable



Doing a review on your own  

Yes! Think about… 

• Audience 
• Tools 
• Training and Reliability 
• Analysis 
• Sharing the findings 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CRM�Some tools (like the CQELL) are free to use and come with instructions on how to use it. Some things to think about…Do the tools need modifying? Do you need training on the tools?How to establish reliability on tool use? Who will analyze the data?How will you report and share your findings? 



Internal 

•Cost 
•Knowledge 
• Involvement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JGMAdvantages for doing internal or external review?Internal review: COST is much lower, although this comes at the expensive of staff hours, taking them off other responsibilities during the reviewInternal KNOWLEDGE about the program is much higher, you know your programs much better than we do, and precious time wont be spend collecting info on what you already knowYour staff will become much more INVOLVED in the review, and perhaps have greater buyin. Also, staff will learn quite a bit from the process



Internal 

•Cost 
•Knowledge 
• Involvement 

External 
•Expertise 
•Time 
•Credibility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JGMAdvantages for doing internal or external review?External review: EXPERTISE: We have been doing this for a while, and walk into the project with knowledge about current research as well as evaluation methods and analytic skills.	Running a survey analysis may be difficult for your district staff if they are not set up to do one with statistical software and knowledge of how to do it.TIME: You and your staff are very busy, and time to run a review may not be possibleCREDIBILITY: As an external reviewer we have credibility, and our findings are seen as objective.



Internal 

•Cost 
•Knowledge 
• Involvement 

External 
•Expertise 
•Time 
•Credibility 

Collaboration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JGMAdvantages for doing internal or external review?Collaboration: Wide variety of possibilities, providing the best of both internal and externalBring in the knowledge and involvement of your staff, but also the expertise and credibility of an external consultantConsultant acting as a facilitator and analysis, while district staff collect the dataBuild capacity for future work, not necessarily save money or time



Preparing for the review 

Evaluation questions 

Data collection methods 

Data collection tools 

Participants 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CRMDevelop evaluation questionsIdentify the methods we will use to answer our questionsIdentify measurement tools Identify the set of schools, classrooms and staff we will work with Stakeholders also
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Strengths & weaknesses 
of the program ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   

Use of sheltered 
instruction 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓   

Relationship & 
communication with 
parents 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JGMCreation of a evaluation question and method cross walk; How can we answer these questions?Created a simplified version of our crosswalk here:Talk about each of these basic questions below:Identify areas of strength and weakness in ELL instructional support delivery modelsDetermine the degree to which sheltered instruction is being implemented in classroomsDetermine the degree to which non-native English speaking parents feel welcome in their children’s schools, and if they are being communicated with in a manner in which they understand



What tools did we use? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CRMHow to do it? What tools are used?There are a wide variety of tools out there, many of them are available for your use free of charge, others need to be purchased, and still others you need to purchase and be trained to use.Interview/Focus Group Protocols, Surveys and Classroom Observation ProtocolsInterview/Focus Group Protocols and Surveys are, for the most part, custom made. We create these largely based on the needs of the school or district, and are usually structured around research questions. I want to specifically talk about classroom observation protocols:Why even use them? Evergreen wanted to be able to determine the degree to which SI was actually being implemented in the classroom.	Now, we asked teachers how often did they use SI, and the answer was roughly 50% said that they used them regularly, if not daily.	Would our observations show us something different?Triangulate data; surveys, interviews, observations.Discuss three different classroom observation protocols with a concentration on ELL strategies: SIOP, GLAD, and CQELLThere are well established observation protocols like Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLASS) on interactions in the classroom or Early Language and Literacy Classroom Observation (ELLCO) on practices and environmental supports for literacy and language development, but they don’t focus on ELLsPresent each of the tools to you, a number are available for your use.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
JGMSIOP, or Sheltered Instruction Observation ProtocolSIOP as the name suggests is really a classroom observation protocol, however it is not a tool for researchers or evaluators, it was made to help teachers recognize methods of teaching ELLs that are broadly believed to have a positive impact. I think they are usually used as checklists; did we see this or that, or did I use this or that in my lesson.We have used the SIOP protocol (sorry, repeat) in several eval projectsNot an ideal tool: Not designed for eval. In other work we ran into problems with IRR (define, why important), but felt that since there was only two of us, and that we would work together it would be fine. The exact 0 to 5 scores were not important, just the general gist, what did we see, what didn’t we see? Were content objectives communicated? Or not? Eight sections with 30 items:PreparationBuilding BackgroundComprehensible InputStrategiesInteractionPractice/ApplicationEffectiveness of lesson deliveryLesson ReviewSome of the sections and items are directly linked to strategies for working with ELLS that have research supporting them, and others with expert opinion.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
CRMThe CQELL was developed as an observation tool to conduct research on elementary school ELA instruction for ELs. It covers (1) “generic” elements of effective classroom environments shown to be effective with learners generally and (2) “EL specific” elements that recent work suggests contribute to the classroom quality of ELs. There are 14 elements all together.  The purpose of the tool is to gauge the prominence of “generic” and “EL specific” classroom features that might be related to the achievement of ELs. Compare to Project GLAD protocol: A tool we designed to determine implementation in a research study we are completing on the impact of GLAD on 5th grade students in ID.We met with EPS and shared the observation tools we could use in their program review. After discussing the pros and cons of each, EPS asked us to use a modified version (changed ELD levels to fit WA, added # of adults in the room, got rid of section A on classroom organization by ELD level, etc.) of the CQELL for our elementary observations. Linda: Why did EPS choose the CQELL over the Project GLAD protocol? 







Where can I find these observation 
tools? 
• CQELL 

https://people.stanford.edu/claudeg/cqell/about 

• SIOP  
http://siop.pearson.com/tools-resources/index.html 

• Project GLAD observation tool 
http://projectgladstudy.educationnorthwest.org/project-
glad-implementation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CQELL and GLAD tools are free and easily accessible. SIOP comes with a book (purchase), but there are many SIOP protocols that have been developed by districts and are free and accessible online. It is unclear to us if we can distribute our SIOP protocolPass out Handout: where tools are available & w/ links

https://people.stanford.edu/claudeg/cqell/about
http://siop.pearson.com/tools-resources/index.html
http://projectgladstudy.educationnorthwest.org/project-glad-implementation
http://projectgladstudy.educationnorthwest.org/project-glad-implementation


• 74 elementary and secondary classrooms 

Classroom observations 

• 975 teachers, para-educators, administrators, 
SIOP coaches, GLAD liaisons, counselors, 
and district staff  

Staff survey 

• 312 school staff members, parents, 
community members 

Focus groups and interviews 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JGMClassroom observation with SIOP and CQELL protocolsOnline staff survey, customized with different questions for different roles; so a teacher would answer different questions than a counselor.Interviews protocols based roughly on the evaluation questions



Sharing findings 1 

• Providing updates 
• Survey frequencies memos 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CRMUsing itHow we arrive at and share recommendationsWhat deliverables can look likeHow district plans to use itPurpose and audience for each deliverableAudience: What would you like or best be able to use?



Sharing findings 2 

• Providing updates 
• Survey frequencies memos 

• Detailed results 
• 20 to 30 pages report 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CRM



Sharing findings 3 

• Providing updates 
• Survey frequencies memos 

• Detailed results 
• 20 to 30 pages report 

• Executive summary 
• One to five pages brief 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CRM



participation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JGMDiscuss a few lessons learnedFirst, participation is incredibly important.Not only do we need to ensure that stakeholders are involve in the planning, we also need to hear from various participants (school leaders, teachers, paras, other staff, parents, district leaders) and engage them in the process. We found that, for the most part, teachers and admins were very enthusiastic about participating and went far out of their way to speak with usThis may mean that we collect more data that is absolutely necessary, did we need to have 975 responses on our survey, no probably not, but it did provide a voice and perhaps increase buyin and interest for district staff.



timing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JGMIdeal review time is likely Fall and Winter, Spring is difficult b/c of testing and other end of school year activities Of course it may not always be possible to choose an ideal time, and educators are always busy



trust 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JGMFinally, trust is very important.With the trust of the stakeholders and participants, we can collect data that accurately reflects their experiences and opinions.LISTENING: This means putting down the pencil sometimes and listening, and then working together to create a statement that the participant feel good aboutCONFIDENTIALITY: It means knowing that you sometimes cant say things, as they may hurt others and put their jobs in dangerSometimes, but now always, it is easier to trust outsidersHow to build trust inside?



• What information would help 
you know what is working 
and what could improve? 

• What would be the benefits 
of using internal vs. external 
reviewers? 

Serving English learners 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LINDA: Is there anything that you have already learned or gotten out of the evaluation even though it is far from complete?CRMConnecting with families?ELD curriculum?Professional development on ELL strategies?EL achievement in a particular subject area? Compared to…?Course taking patterns in MS and HS?  



For more information 

Jason Greenberg Motamedi 
J.G.Motamedi@educationnorthwest.org 

educationnorthwest.org 
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